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INTRODUCTION 

The ability to offer an ever-widening range of services from today's third generation 
computer equipment has imposed upon the data processing divisions of both govern- 
ment and industy the demand to access and maintain constantly increasing files of 
information. In order to keep pace with the growing volumes of data being heaped 
upon the equipment, management has made substantial investments in increasing mass 
storage devices for their compliment of third generation hardware systems. 

While some organizations have alleviated their data storage problem, none have been 
completely solved - and for a few, the problem has multiplied. 

Based upon these increasing costs, management frequently develops an understandable 
reluctance to invest additional capital in the automatic data processing function. The 
most common result is the loss of development of many functions that would be of 
significant benefit in the decision making process. 

AGS Computers Inc. presents, as its answer to these problems, the: 
EX*PRESS DATA COMPRESSION SYSTEM 
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WHAT IS EX*PRESS 

The EX*PRESS SYSTEM, developed by AGS Computers, Inc., is an advanced software 
system of computer programs, operating on today's third generation computers, that 
will dramatically reduce the amount of peripheral storage required for any type of data 
base - by as much as go%. Through a combination of cryptographic, linguistic and 
mathematical techniques, the EX*PRESS System analyzes each data base and assigns 
to it a coding structure that will reduce the amount of peripheral storage required, 
while maintaining absolute data base integrity. 

The EX*PRESS System is made up of several modular subsystems, operates on most 
IBM System/360s, under either OS or DOS, for just about any type of data structure 
that is supported by the operating systems. 

EX*PRESS can be easily integrated into any contemplated or existing application 
program, or can operate as a completely selfcontained system. 
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HOW DOES EX*PRESS WORK? 

EX*PRESS establishes a code structure for each file based upon user supplied specifica- 
tions. The user, through the use of these specifications, describes the physical and 
logical attributes of the files that are to be processed. These definitions then enable the 
EX*PRESS System to: 

read the source input specification 

edit and verify the entries 

If all of the source statements are correct, EX*PRESS then: 

selects the required program modules 

compresses and writes the input files 

a reads and expands the compressed file 

SYSTEM INTEGRATION 

The integration of EX*PRESS into an application program is easily accomplished by 
substituting "calls" to the EX*PRESS System in place of the standard access method 
calls. This procedure causes the EX*PRESS System to perform both the InputlOutput 
functions and the compression and expansion of logical records, while remaining 
transparent to the applications program. 

DATA TRANSMISSION 

The EX*PRESS Data Compression System, because of its modular design and the 
compression efficiency achieved, is extremely cost effective in a real-time communica- 
tions environment. Reductions achieved in the size of the data base can be directly 
translated into reduced communication costs. 



1 FILE DEFINITION 

To achieve optimum core storage or peripheral storage utilization, EX*PRESS allows 
the definition of individual data files. The information required to define the files is 
written once, using a specially designed language. This data-set is then entered into the 
relocatable library and is used to define, to the EX*PRESS System, the attributes of 
the data base. Data definition has been deliberately separated from processing so that 
the restructuring of data-sets can be easily accomplished. 

The EX*PRESS file definition permits users to: 

Process multiple input or output files 

Process varied record formats within the same file 

Define sort key fields 

Selectively compress data fields within a record. 

Process records on a field by field basis so as to maximumize compression for 
specific types of field. 

Process variable types of variable length fields. 

Select the Alphabetic Code Tables that is tailored to the pattern of the Alphabet- 
ic Field characteristics. 
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DATA COMPRESSION 

The actual savings realized from EX*PRESS System is dependent upon the logical 
coding structure imposed upon the data base. However, the storage savings achieved 
can be approximated by substituting the appropriate values in the following formula: 

New Record Size = Z + P + 2B + C - - - - 
4 2 5 2 

where: 

Z = total number of zoned decimal bytes per logical record. 

P = total number of packed decimal bytes per logical record. 

B = total number of binary bytes per logical record. 

C = total number of character bytes per logical record. 

% Savings = 100% - New Record Size (bytes) X 100 

Original Record Size (bytes) 

FIELD 
TYPE 

Fixed 

Fixed 

Variable 

Fixed 

Fixed 

Fixed 

FILE COMPOSITION (percent) 

ALPHABETIC PACKED 

50 15 

- 40 

40 25 

ZONE 
DECIMAL BINARY COMPRESSION 
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FEATURES OF EX*PRESS SYSTEM 

The major features that make EX*PRESS a vital part of any data processing system 
are: 

Compression of any type of alphanumeric or numeric data fields. 

Reconstruction of compressed file to conform exactly to its original state; regardless of 
how each field is defined. 

Ability of user to easily interface any source program with the EX*PRESS System. 

File definition language that enables the user to describe his program so that the 
EX*PRESS System can automatically interface with it. 

Automatic handling of non-contigious sort key fields without loss of compression 

Complete statistics and necessary information automatically produced enabling the user 
to easily generate sort parameter cards. 

Processing mutiple compressed input and/or output files. 

Processing varied record formats within the same file. 

Ability of the user to use different alphabetic tables on different alphabetic fields 
within the same program, maximizing text compression. 

Computing frequency statistics of all alpabetic, numeric and special characters. 

Complete listing of all errors encountered during file compression, indicating field in 
error, location within record, and the reason for the error. 
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WHEN TO USE EX*PRESS 

The EX*PRESS System can be used in a large variety of applications, ranging from 
on-line processing to application programming. 

Typical examples of EX*PRESS usage are: 

compression of source program libraries 

reduction of file size 

integrated with sort programs to reduce sort time I 
computer to computer data transmission via communication lines 

reduced on-line record size to allow for greater data access 

establish a security system for critical files 
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SUMMARY 

The EX*PRESS DATA COMPRESSION System places into the hands of the data 
processing manager a powerful, yet versatile tool that provides positive control over the 
hardware configuration and budget limit - through the use of EX*PRESS any 
peripheral data storage unit can now increase its data storage capacity by as much as 
400%. 

The EX*PRESS DATA COMPRESSION SYSTEM,fully supported by AGS Computers, 
Inc. includes: 

complete training in the use of EX*PRESS 

follow up program of monthly technical visits 

The EX*PRESS DATA COMPRESSION SYSTEM enables the data processing organiza- 
tion to: 

increase peripheral storage capability 

reduce sort time 

a reduce data transmission time 

increase central processing unit efficiency 

AGS Computers, EX*PRESS DATA COMPRESSION SYSTEM, with its program of 
full customer service and support, is a powerful, dollar saving asset to your data 
processing organization. 
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CREDENTIALS 

AGS Computers is an independent software firm which was established in 1967 and has 
provided Systems Analysis and Design, Computer Programming, Technical Communica- 
tions and Computer Applications Services for many well-known commercial and indus- 
trial organizations. 

AGS was founded on the premise that there existed throughout industry a need for 
highquality professional services - services which would be provided to the user from the 
user's point of view. As a result, a company such as AGS depends heavily upon the 
qualifications and experience of its personnel. Originated by a group of computer special- 
ists, AGS' technical staff has been developed to combine the best qualities of experience, 
thoroughness and technical imagination. Today, AGS' staff encompasses 75 employees 
(70 are Professional Analysts or Programmers). The majority of the staff possess univer- 
sity degrees in mathematics, engineering or the physical sciences. In addition, the Techni- 
cal Staff members average seven years experience in the software field, and the Senior 
Staff members average 12 years experience with modern information systems. 



LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR THE EX*PRESS DATA COMPRESSION SYSTEM 

To: 
Name 05 Custo- 

city, State. Zip Coda 

AG$ -*, h. {"AGS") hereby grants to Customer a non.exclusive license to use an AGS proprietary packaqe 
computer pmgrgm &ntifi& as the EX*PRESG DATA COMPRESSION SYSTEM ("EX*PRESS SYSTEM") on the followi~tg 
terms and conditions. 

1. The EXEPRESS SYmEM shall be supplied by 8 6 5  
on a disk pack to be furnished by Customer. 

The initial installation of the EXePRE!B WSTEM 
inclwd ing training in accordance with established 
EX*PRESS SYSTEM training policies together with 
monthly visits for on-site sypport as hereinafter mi- 
fied will be made at the following lacation: 

3 The charges for the initW i.nstallation hereunder shall 
be . The locations of and charws far any d- 
ditionel installationsshall be as set forth in Additional 
I nstallations. Payment of all charges and of all sales Qr 
use tax payable thereon shall be made in full within 
20 days after the date of invoice. 

Use of EX*PRESS SYSTEM 
The EXaPRE55 SYSTEM may be used only for, by 

or on behalf of the Customer at the facility or facilities 
locations set forth in this agreement. All data processed by 
the EXCPREgS SYSTEM shall remain the property of the 
Customer. 

Maintenance 
AGS shall for one year f ~ o m  the date of initial inotal- 

Iation provide support and maintenance to enable the EX*- 
PRESS SYSTEM to perform in accordance with its current 
reference andlor operations manuals. AGS shall in addition 
schedule one visit each month to the location or locations 
of Customer set forth herein by a member of its EX*?RESS 
SYSTEM engineering staff during the first six months of 
this agreement. For this purpose AGS shall be granted ac- 
cess to the Customer facility and to personnel concerned 
with the operation of the EXCPRESS SYSTEM consistent 
with United States Government Security Regulations where 
applicable. 

Term of A~mment , Wamnty 
A6S warrants that the EX*PRESS SYSTEM to be 

term Of this license shall commence upm the furnished hereunder will perform in accordance with the 
execution of this agreement and shall remain in force for EX*PREs mEM reference operations 
so long as Oberves the terms and conditions of H o r n r ,  *all haw no liability to Customer or ohers 
this agreement. because of the failure of $he EXCPRESS SYSTEM to so 

Title 

Title and full ownership of all rights in and to the 
EX*PRES SYSTEM licensed under €his agreement shall 
continue in AQS. Customer acknowledges that the EX*- 
PRESS SYSTEM constitutes proprietary information aml a 
trade secret of AOS which are disclosed in confidence to 
Customer. 

The rights licensed to Customer in and to the EXE. 
PRESS SYSTEM hereunder may nor be assigned, subleased 
or otherwise transferred voluntarily, by operation of law or 
, otherwise without the prior writtan consent of AGS. 

perform. AGS further warrants that it has the right t o  
grant this license. No other warranty is expressed and 
none shall be implied. 

During the term of this agreement and at all times 
thereafter Custorner ha l l  treat as confidential and shall not 
disclose to others any proprietary technical inform~tion 
received from AGS hereunder relating to the EX*PWESS 
SYSTEM. Similarly, AGS shall not disclose to others any 
confidential information relating to Customer. The OW- 
gations ~f A M  and Customer under this paragraph shall 
not extend to any information which as of the datate, of this 
agreement is known to the other (except that relating to 
the EX*PRES SYSTEM which has previously been made 
available to  Customer) or any information which is now 
or later becomes -rally available to the public. Custo- 

In the went of any termination of this license because mer shall take all reasonable steps toprovide that allpersans 

of a default by Customer hereunder Customer shall deliver hwing the On its premises 
to Ad8 all materials furnished in accordance with this a- Shall 0 ~ ~ e  and perform this non-disclosure convenant 
grwrnent and shall certify to AGS in writing that all copies and Customer shall promptly advise AGS of the p r o d -  
thereof have been returned or destroyed, ures established for this purpose. 



The terms pbnd conditions o-f this ~ ~ m e n r ' c o n s t i t u t e  the entire agre@rnent between AGS and Cu8torn~r relating to t h  
W*PRESB W m M .  

A435 shall not be liable for delays in performance hereunder due to causes or csntingencies beyond its reramnable csrtfrol. 
C 

No waiver of any brmh of any provision of th igqrwmnt  shall constjtute a waiver of any subseguent breach of thesame 
ar any other provision hwed and no waiver shall effective unless made in writing. 

This agreement shall be governed by the la% of the State of New York. 

Accepted md A m  Fa: M S  COMPUTER& INC. 

- - . BY: 
Cwst4dr 

Title: 

By: Date: I 
Title: 

Date: . 

Amount - 



AGS COMPUTERS INC. 
292 Madison Avenue 

New York, N. Y. 10017 
(212) 686-5931 
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